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Abstract

This study aims at identifying the radicalism potential in senior high school students or equivalent levels including secondary schools and vocational schools in Riau Province. This study uses a survey design involving 230 students selected through random sampling consisting of 65 senior high school students, 100 vocational high school students, and 65 Islamic senior high school students. The collected data were analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively. The findings showed the radicalism potential of 20% in secondary school students, of 30.5% in vocational school students, and of 19.8% in Islamic secondary school students. Around 23.4% of the students were identified to have radicalism potential such as having fundamentalist behavior. The percentage obtained in this study is hoped to encourage the teaching of religious tolerance, universal morality, and formal education. Another implication for the people who are related to the education of youth is that they should pay more attention more to difficult social issues, especially those that are relevant to the use of social media.

Keywords: The Role of Youth, Radicalism Potential, Senior High School Levels.

Abstrak

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengidentifikasi potensi radikalisme pada siswa SMA/MA di Provinsi Riau. Desain penelitian ini menggunakan survei melibatkan 230 siswa yang diambil secara random sampling yang terdiri dari 65 siswa SMA, 100 siswa SMK, dan 65 SMA Islam. Data yang terkumpul dianalisis secara kualitatif dan kuantitatif. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan potensi radikalisme pada siswa SMA 20%, siswa SMK 30.5%, dan siswa MAN Islam 19.8%. Sekitar 23.4% siswa didiagnosis memiliki potensi radikalisme seperti berperilaku fundamentalis. Persentase yang didapat dalam penelitian ini kurang sehingga diharapkan dapat dilaksanakan pengajaran tentang pentingnya toleransi beragama, akhlak, dan pendidikan formal. Implikasi lain bagi masyarakat yang terkait denganperanan pemuda harus lebih memperhatikan kisruh yang ada, terutama yang relevan dengan penggunaan media sosial di era milenial ini.

Kata Kunci: Peran Remaja, Potensi Radikalisme, Sekolah Menengah Atas.

Background

In building relationships in Indonesian society, tolerance is a very important attitude to have because it is included in the principles of Pancasila, an ideology and foundation of Indonesia. Utomo and Wasino1 and Nugroho2 have explained that in terms of maintaining harmony and peace, tolerance must include tolerance of ethnicity, race, and religion; and that diversity can serve as a solid foundation of a nation.3 However, selfish attitude in human beings is due to internal and external factors...
which can change one’s mindset. The attitude referred to, in this case, is the potential for radicalism to influence the formation of groups or organizations that undermine the sovereignty of nation.

Radicalism should not be considered a small issue, but is a threat to peace in the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia. Radicalism has transformed into a global issue that affects political policies of all countries. Thus, it is important to fight radicalism as an international enemy. For this, Indonesia offers the concept of moderate Islam. Indonesia is part of countries in Asia that is pro-active with anti-radicalism policies.

In 2016, the Wahid Foundation reported on the potential for radicalism among activists in secondary schools. They found that 541 respondents (33%) believed in Imam Samudra and Amrozi were role models of a Muslim who practiced true jihad; 609 respondents (37%) believed that Osama bin Laden was martyred; 163 respondents (10%) supported the Sarinah bomb attack; and 96 respondents (6%) supported ISIS. In addition, information obtained by students is generally influenced by the use of information and communications technology.

In this century, social networking sites have grown rapidly which has brought positive and negative impacts. Thus, it is necessary to create a system of supervision and guidance for students so that negative impacts can be avoided and positive impacts can be maximally utilized. Importantly, it is known that Facebook holds the largest number (93%) of total internet users in Indonesia, which has a recorded 72.7 million users since January 2014. Ninety-eight percent of internet users have social media accounts and 79% actively access their social media accounts in the past one month.

Ma’arif argue that potential for radicalism among adolescents is very likely to grow when they continue to higher education. This would later become a major development in radicalism. Radicalism appeared for the first time in 2011 in Malang, East Java, with nine students of University of Muhammadiyah Malang who became victims of brainwashing. Moreover, higher education students are targets of recruitment for radical movements such as Gema Pembebasan, Jamaah Tabligh, FKAWJ (Forum Komunikasi Ahlussunnahwal Jamaah), and KAMMI (Kesatuan Aksi Mahasiswa
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10 Ninety-eight percent of internet users have social media accounts and 79% actively access their social media accounts in the past one month.

11 Ikhwanuddin, A. Tajus Subeky, Loc.Cit.


Muslim Indonesia). Zuzy has also affirmed that some students of the Bandung Institute of Technology, University of Muhammadiyah Malang and State Islamic University Jakarta were victims of brainwashing by NII (Islamic State of Indonesia) members and became terrorism suspects. According to Ahmad, based on survey results, radical movements in Indonesia have succeeded in influencing the mindset of students, civil servants, and lecturers in quite a large number. Moreover, the mosque has been used to propagate radical beliefs. The outlook is bleak.

Based on the aforementioned issues, this study aims at identifying the potential for radicalism among senior high school students in the Riau Province which included several aspects: Part A (on the use of Information and Communication Technology), Part B (on Moral Behavior based on Religious Beliefs), Part C (on Islam and the Ideology of the Nation), and Part D (on Islam and Personality).

This study was conducted to identify radical behaviors among all levels of highschool including secondary schools and vocational schools in the Riau Province, involving 230 students taken using random sampling, and consisting of 65 senior high school students, 100 vocational high school students, and 65 Islamic senior high school students. Sampling was performed using a random sampling technique. The distribution is 108 male and 122 female students. The questionnaire was adapted from research and has received validation from three experts. This instrument is considered feasible to be carried out in research.

**Utilization of ICT and Religious Content in Senior High School**

Assessment in questionnaire part A includes A1 (Role of Religion in Life), A2 (Islamic Boarding School), A3 (Free Time Habits), A4 (Internet Access Time), A5 (Internet Access Tools and Social Media), A6 (Ownership of Tools), A7 (Credit Availability or Internet Network), A8 (Purpose of Internet Access), A9 (Social Media and Internet Access Content), A10 (Use of Internet on Religious Sites), A11 (Administration or Membership in Social Media), A12 (Religious Information), A13 (Sharing Religious Information), A14 (Reading Religious Information), A15 (Religious Problems). These can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows that senior high school students who chose A1 by 82% stated that religion plays a very important role in life; A2 by 88% stated that they never attended an Islamic boarding school; A3 by 63% stated that free time was usually used to access internet; A4 by 56% stated that they accessed the internet and social media for more than 13 hours per day; A5
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by 77% stated that they used a smartphone to access internet and social media; A6 by 95% stated that devices to access internet were private property; A7 by 58% stated that they bought internet packages using pocket money or their own savings; A8 by 94% stated that the purpose of accessing the internet included browsing, chatting and online gaming; A9 by 34% stated that on average they accessed the internet for chatting and online games; A10 by 34% stated that religious information was obtained from Youtube; A11 by 91% stated that they were admins and group members on the Whatsapp application; A12 by 80% stated that religious information obtained from internet was on Islamic History; A13 by 52% stated that they never sent or shared religious content with adherents of other religions.

Utilization of ICT and Religious Content in Vocational High Schools
The next assessment in the Vocational High School level can be seen in Figure 2.

Utilization of ICT and Religious Content in Islamic Senior High Schools
The next assessment in the Islamic senior high school level can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Percentage of Utilization of ICT and Religious Content in Vocational High School

Figure 2 shows that vocational high school students who chose A1 by 82% stated that the role of religion was very important in life; A2 by 91% stated that they had never attended an Islamic boarding school; A3 by 71% stated that they spent their spare time accessing internet; A4 by 86% stated that more than 13 hours of time were used to access internet and social media; A5 80% stated that they accessed the internet using a smartphone; A6 by 85% stated that devices to access internet were private property; A7 by 79% stated that they bought internet packages using pocket money or their own savings; A8 by 90% stated that purposes of accessing internet included browsing, chatting, online games and social networking; A9 by 32% stated that on average they accessed internet for online games; A10 by 37% stated that religious information was obtained from Youtube; A11 by 88% stated that they were admins and group members on the Whatsapp application; A12 by 31% stated that religious information obtained from internet was on Islamic History; A13 by 70% stated that one of religious information obtained from internet was looking at Islamic historical sites; A14 by 67% stated that they read religious content on internet sites completely; and A15 by 80% stated that they had never been involved in religious conflicts with adherents of other religions.
time were used to access internet and social media; A5 by 80% stated that they accessed internet using a smartphone; A6 by 94% stated that devices to access internet were private property; A7 by 74% stated that internet packages were obtained from pocket money or own savings; A8 of 82% stated that purposes of accessing internet included browsing, chatting, online games and social networking; A9 by 40% stated that they accessed internet and social media for online games and chatting; A10 by 46% stated that religious information was obtained from Youtube; A11 by 88% stated that they were admins and group members on the Whatsapp application; A12 by 46% stated that religious information obtained from internet was on Islamic History; A13 by 68% stated that they had never sent or shared religious information with other people or groups on social media; A14 by 74% stated that they read completely religious information; and A15, 74% stated that they had never been involved in religious conflicts with adherents of other religions.

Students’ Responses to Religious and Moral Behavior

The questions in Part B are forms of assessment to find out students’ responses to behavior based on their beliefs and moral views on several issues (1) not covering *aurat* (intimate parts of human body), (2) dating, (3) drugs, liquor, and alcohol, (4) terrorism, (5) hate speech, (6) LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender) (7) promiscuity and prostitution, (8) interfaith marriage, (9) polygamy, (10) divorce, (11) violence, (12) hoax. These can be seen in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4 shows that the highest “Wrong” act is in option 3 concerning Drugs, Liquor and Alcohol, amounting to 227 students, while the lowest “Wrong” act is in option 9 concerning Polygamy. Average student choice for "Wrong" statements is more dominant than "No Problem" and "No Idea" statements. Pros and cons can be found in option 9 regarding "Polygamy". Moreover, option 10 regarding “Divorce” has almost the same relevance. It is feared that this behavior will lead to high divorce rates in the future. Additionally, pros and cons can also be found in option 1 regarding "not covering *aurat* (intimate parts of the body)”, option 2 regarding "dating" and option 8 dating "interfaith marriage" because they were chosen by several different religions from the Islamic viewpoint.

From the explanation above, it is clear that high school students have good religious and moral values. It is hoped that it will become a guide in living an ethical social life.

Responses to Religion and State

Part C is an assessment to determine students’ responses towards Islam and Statehood (1) Islam and Pancasila, (2) Constitution, Form of State, Political and Legal System, (3) Islam and Nationality, (4) Islam and Diversity, and (5) Citizenship. Each part consists of five questions, which students can choose based on the specified criteria including “Strongly Agree (SS)”, “Agree (S)”, “Neither agree/nor disagree (R)”, “Disagree (TS)”, and “Strongly Disagree (STS)”. These can be seen in Figure 5.
Figure 5 shows that the variation of students' responses to religion and statehood is very different, but the highest average answer is a conclusive result. This is stated in Part (1), question 1 that "Pancasila can be changed with the ideology of other nations as the basis of Indonesian state" and the average student chose "Strongly Disagree" by 97 students. It is stated in question 2 that "Muslims are obliged to defend the Pancasila State" and students voted "Strongly Agree" by 135 students. Question 3 states "Pancasila can be replaced with Islam" and students voted "Neither Agree/Nor Disagree" by 79 students; question 4 states “Willing to be involved to replace the Principles of the State with Islam” and students chose “Neither Agree/Nor Disagree” by 93 students; while question 5 states "Pancasila is incompatible with Islamic values" and students chose "Disagree" by 114 students.

Furthermore, Part (2), question 6 states “The existence of other groups and religions needs to be protected” and students chose “Agree” by 110 students; question 7 states "The contents of the 1945 Constitution are in accordance with Islamic teachings" and students chose "Agree" by 100 students; question 8 states “Indonesian State Law is not Kafir (non-believer) Law” and students chose “Neither agree/nor disagree” by 101 students; question 9 states “Indonesia's Ideal State is an Islamic State” and students chose “Agree” by 106 students; and question 10 states "Kaffiah (comprehensive) Islamic Sharia must be enforced immediately without the need for stages throughout Indonesia" and students chose "Neither agree/nor disagree" by 109 students.

Part (3), question 11 states "The Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia (NKRI) is the Form of the Indonesian State" and students chose "Agree" by 89 students; question 12 states “Loving the homeland is part of Islamic teachings” and students chose “Agree” by 108 students; question 13 states “Defending the homeland is not part of jihad” and students voted “Disagree” by 79 students; question 14 states “Brotherhood is not only bound by Religion, but also by the Nation” and students voted “Strongly Agree” by 114 students; and question 15 states “I Am Not Willing to Respect the Flag at Ceremony” and students voted “Strongly Disagree” by 139 students.

Importantly, Part (4), question 16 states "My religion prohibits coercion of adherents of other religions to adhere to my religion" and students chose "Strongly Agree" by 92 students; question 17 states "Friendly to all religions is not prohibited by teachings of my religion" and students chose "Strongly Agree" by 105 students; question 18 states “I avoid having friends with people of different religions” and students chose “Disagree” by 79 students; question 19 states “I chose the best leader even though he/she does not believe in the same religion as me” and students chose “Strongly Disagree” by 69 students; and question 20 states "Women leader (president) is prohibited (haram)" and students voted "Neither Agree/Nor Disagree" by 71 students.

Part (5), question 21 states “I obey the lawful government” and students chose “Agree” by 98 students; question 22 states “I am willing to pledge to the leaders of other countries to uphold the Islamic caliphate” and students voted "Agree" by 88 students; question 23 states “Participating in elections is against teachings of my religion” and students voted “Neither Agree/Nor Disagree” by 78 students; question 24 states “Bombings are a religious order (jihad)” and students voted “Strongly Disagree” by 122 students; and question 25 states “Jihad is only defined as war” and students voted “Strongly Disagree” by 70 students.

Assessment to find out secondary school and vocational school student responses to Islam and the State is still in a moderate stage and can be used as a benchmark to assess the country's security.
Response to Islam, Statehood and Radicalism

Part D is an assessment in the form of an essay to determine students’ responses to Islam, statehood, and radicalism. It includes D1 question which states “What and Who is Kafir (a non-believer)?”; D2 which states “Non-Muslim equals Kafir”; D3 which states “What is Radicalism and Who is Radical?”; D4 which states “Examples of Radicalism”; D5 which states “What is an Islamic State”; D6 which states “Views of an Islamic State”; D7 which states “Perceptions towards Kaffah Islam”; D8 which states “Perceptions towards Jihad”; D9 which states “Perceptions towards Suicide Bombings in Indonesia”; and D10 which states "Whether Indonesia has implemented Islamic Sharia Law". It can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Response to Islam, Statehood and Radicalism

Figure 6 question D1 shows that the average student (107 students) answered that kafir is "insulting, betraying and not carrying out all obligations and abandoning all prohibitions of Allah"; 99 students answered "Non-Muslims are infidels"; 13 students answered "Those who do not believe in Islam is a kafir"; and 11 students answered "No idea".

In question D2, the average student (141 students) answered that "Non-Muslims are the same as Kafir"; 53 students answered that "Non-Muslims are not the same as Kafir" and 36 students answered "No Idea". In D3 question, the average student (111 students) answered that "Insulting Ethnicity, Religion, Race and Intergroups is Radicalism" and 52 students answered "No Idea"; 51 students answered that "Terrorism and ISIS members constitute radicalism"; and 16 students answered that "Politicians, entrepreneurs and owners of deviant authorities are perpetrators of radicalism".

Moreover, in question D4, the average student (154 students) answered that some examples of radicalism include "Insulting ethnicity, religion, race and intergroups" and 56 students answered "No Idea"; while 50 students answered that "Terrorists and ISIS" are perpetrators of radicalism. In addition, in question D5, the highest number of students (171 students) answered that the Islamic State is a "State implementing Islamic Sharia or a caliphate system"; 42 students answered that "The majority of country is Islam" and 17 students in this case answered "No Idea".

In question D6, the average student (217 students) answered that based on their point of view, the Islamic State is a "State that practices Islamic Sharia with peace, justice and prosperity" and 10 students in this case answered "No Idea". In question D7, the average student (151 students) answered that Kaffah Islam is "Following all Islamic teachings", 77 students answered "No Idea", and 2 students answered "Based on Islamic History".

In addition, in question D8, the average student (172 students) answered that Jihad is "Following the Right Teachings and Attitudes in Life", 34 students answered "No Idea"; and 24 students answered that "War is Jihad". In question D9, the average student (218 students) answered that Suicide Bombings in Indonesia was a "Misconduct and Disgraceful Deed", and 12 students answered "No Idea". In question D10, the average student (116 students) answered that Islamic Sharia Law in Indonesia was "Not Yet Implemented", 63 students answered that "It has been implemented", 34 students answered "Partially Implemented" and 23 students answered "No Idea". The prediction of potential radicalism that appears in students can be seen in Figure 7.
as cited in M. Arif and M. Husnur affirmed that radicalism was caused by historical precedents, such as the khawarij group, the Wahhabi movement in what is now Saudi Arabia, the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, and the Hizbut-Tahrir from Jordan. One main reason for the formation of this radical attitude is the differences of opinion, especially opposition against the ruling regime.

However, activities formed in radical community groups are triggered by different ideologies. This is in line with the research of Taufani and Ali, namely that the occurrence of religious radicalism is formed by religious ideology that is transnational and is 'allergic' to different religions. It is also formed by Islamic fundamentalism. Historical fundamentalism and religious radicalism emerged in the Middle East. According to Abdurrohman, religious fundamentalism and radicalism in the Middle East can be classified into several categories. The first would occur in countries with authoritarian government regimes such as Iraq and Syria. The second would occur an area occupied by foreign powers, such as Palestine. The third would occur in a country with government policies that are seen as siding with the West, such as Egypt.

Terrorism arises because of a radical attitude that has peaked in an individual. This leads to violent actions, which are considered as

**Figure 7. Predictions of Potential Radicalism Attitudes in Students**

Figure 7 shows a prediction of the potential for radicalism among students even though they are not fully radicalized. In terms of negative statements approved and positive statements not known by students, the radical attitude can be seen as follows: as measured by secondary school students it is 20%, vocational school is at 30.5%, and Islamic secondary school is at 19.8%. Additionally, assessment was measured from statements in accordance with radical characteristics. This study was conducted to show that the understanding of high school students is still at a moderate stage and that they still have love for the homeland. However, this loyalty needs to be nurtured to remain sustainable in the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia.

An important point is the potential for radicalism to appear in the name of Islam. Umar...
jihad.27 Anastasia28 has explained that terrorism and radicalism can subvert the diversity of countries like Indonesia; lead to intolerance and not capable of accepting changes.29 In addition, Nasution and Rasyidin30 have argued that the attitude of terrorism has entered the third millennium era. Putra and Sukabdi31 have shown that a series of bombings on sites belonging to Western countries have occurred and have created a negative image of the Western world towards Indonesia.

According to Nash Hamid and Jamal as cited in M. Thoyyib32 and Awad33, characteristics of radicalism include (1) unifying religion and thought, (2) theologizing of social and natural phenomena, (3) interference between salaf (early followers of the Prophet) and tradition, (4) fanaticism of opinion and rejecting dialogue, (5) denying the historical dimension. In addition, Abu34 revealed that radical behavior arises due to (1) a lack of Middle Eastern Islam, (2) understanding Islam literally, and (3) introducing new Arabic terms such as balaqab, dawrahmabit and so on.

Most importantly, characteristics of radicalism are very dangerous if they are not detected as early as possible.35 These characteristics can affect individuals or groups in forming communities of radicalism.36 Arjulin37 claimed that there are several characteristics that can be recognized from the potential for radical attitudes or understandings, such as intolerance, fanaticism, exclusivity, and revolution. There are basically four characteristics of radicalism that have frequently been conveyed by the head of National Counter Terrorism Agency (BNPT/Badan Nasional Penanggulangan Terorisme).38 According to the second informant, these are: (a) anti-NKRI (the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia) movement or ideology, (b) anti-Pancasila movement, (c) movements that spread intolerance, (d) movements that lead to acts of violence.39 Early detection to ward off radicalism is needed. Kelly40 advocated that early detection is needed to ward off radicalism and target various layers of potential influence.

39 Kartini Dwi Sartika et al., Loc.Cit.
Educational institutions are currently vulnerable to radicalism. According to Cahyono and Hamzah, Islamic educational institutions are very vulnerable to be infiltrated by radicalism since there is still a lack of efforts to maintain and detect radical movements. Furthermore, Syamsul and Susanto have argued that a surface understanding of Islamic education institutions in regard to the Quran and Hadith has become a source for the emergence of radical movements. Abdul Muta’ali has stated that faults in interpreting the Quran frequently occur in regard to grammar and a lack of understanding of Arabic culture, in which the Quran was revealed.

**Conclusion**

Based on results of the research that has been conducted, it can be concluded that: 1) there are 23% potential for radicalism among students identified through analysis of the use of Information and Communications Technology, Moral Behavior based on Religious Beliefs, Islam and National Ideology, and Islam and Personality; and 2) utilization of internet, social media and other means of access can trigger the potential for radicalism. Indicators of internet use in religious conflicts are stated in Part A15; morals are stated in B8, B9 and B10; leadership fundamentalism and Islamic law are stated in C10 and C20, and jihad is stated in D8.

This study has shown that high school students are still in a moderate stage of understanding Islam and has love for the homeland, which still needs to be cultivated. From this research, we can see that social media can provoke students to commit radical acts if they have a narrow understanding of religion. It also shows that the government, social organizations, schools or campus, and family must always provide an example of religious moderation in various ways and convey a deep understanding of the religion that is not simplistic.
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